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PIONEER COIN 
Next Generation Crypto Currency 

PIONEER COIN



X11 ALGORITHM 

DARK GRAVITY WAVE 

INTRODUCTION

Essentially, PCOIN makes life easier for those who don’t want to pay using a check, 
cash or credit cards (directly).
PCOIN- a new digital currency is also riding this wave. Aiming to make online 
payments simple, It is more focused on businesses. PCOIN offers fast processing for 
online business and promises the lowest rates and they promise to beat any lower 
fees. There are neither hidden or monthly fees, nor per transaction costs.

X11 Algorithm
X11 is a widely used hashing algorithm, which takes a different approach, known as

algorithm chaining. Each hash is calculated then submitted to the next algorithm in

the chain. By utilizing multiple algorithms, the likelihood that an ASIC is created for

the currency is minimal until the later part of it’s life cycle. In the life cycle of

Bitcoin, mining began with hobbyists who used CPUs to mine the currency, then

shortly after GPU software was created, which quickly replaced the CPUs. Years

after the GPUs cycle, ASICs or Application Specific Integrated Circuits were created,

which quickly replaced the GPUs. Due to the complexity and die size required to

create an ASIC for mining x11, we expect that it will take considerably longer than

it did in Bitcoin, allowing for hobbyists to take part in the mining for a longer

period of time. We believe that this is highly important for good distribution and

growth of a crypto currency. Another benefit of the chaining hashing approach is

that high end CPUs give an average return similar to that of GPUs. Also GPUs have

been reported to run 3050% cooler, with less wattage on x11 than the Scrypt

algorithm used by most current crypto currencies.
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HOLD PCOINS !!
PCOIN contributors need to hold 1000 PCOINs in his own 
wallets and receive bonus PCOINS Rewards, You don't need to 
purchase any service or Nodes, PCOIN Block reward Split in 3 
Parts. 

1: Miners 45% 

2: Contributors 45% 

3: Self Development Portal 10% 

But Block will split after official announcement of contributors 
section launch, in initial stage miners will receive 100% 
Rewards. Please see Road map for more information.

Contributors
Every Decentralized crypto currency need community from all around the 

world, whether they are investors, traders, marketers or developers, PCOIN 

is the first Crypto currency giving an opportunity to contribution in any 

sense, do whatever you can do, nothing is free whether its time or effort , 

every body is looking here for financial freedom . PCOIN Contributor 

program will entertain investors ,developers and marketers around the 

world and it will create an impact on price growth and trade.

PCOIN IS FIRST DECENTRALIZED CRYPTO 

CURRENCY WHICH WILL  ENTERTAIN IT’S 

CONTRIBUTORS, PROGRAMMERS AND MARKETERS 

TOO.

CONTRIBUTOR PROGRAM

In December, Block will Split into three parts - 45% will go to miners 

, 45% will go to Contributors and 10% to Self Development Portal

Why Contribute ??
The number of Pioneer Coins is limited to 2,30,00000. Only 1 Million sold within the pre-mine  for Social media 
rewards and Developments. Once PIONEER is complete and our first three projects gets public, the demand of 
PCOIN will increase manifolds, as more people  will demand it as a form of payment for their goods and services. 
PCOIN will have various number of  projects which will sustain PCOIN price . PCOIN will be very easy to use and 
exchange. Very soon we are going to launch various projects where PCOIN can be exchanged with other Crypto 
Currencies and Fiat Currencies. Even PCOIN can be sold locally around the world. PCOIN have dedicated team 
behind this project, which is experienced and is working since 4 Years in Crypto Currencies market.
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Pioneer Coin Next  Generation Crypto Currency. 

Self Development Portal
Any Thing that you can do from marketing to development, 
anyone who will help improve and grow PCOIN can be funded. 
Be your own boss: this means PCOIN funds it’s own growth and 
development, everything is accountable in Pioneer Coin. Just 
Submit your proposal and wait for review and votes. Voting will  
be conducted  on different platforms i.e. in Social media and Self 
development portal.  Be Your Own boss after successful voting. 

Exchanges
PIONEER has prepared all required documentation needed to be 
listed on exchanges. We are currently talking with few exchanges 
and is planning to get listed on at least one major exchange 
shortly .But Big news is that we are going to have our own 
Exchange where you can Trade PCOIN with 35 Crypto Currencies 
very soon. 

SELL PCOIN LOCALLY
Continuously we are working on unique and revolutionary projects 
which will perform major role in PCOIN Growth.
LOCAL ALTCOIN – A Peer to Peer Platform where  you can not only 
Buy and  Sell  PCOIN locally and globally  but also other major 
Crypto Currencies with Fiat Currencies using
Renowned Payment Processors, Western Union, Cards, Banks, or 
whatever you want. PCOIN team is introducing unique concept, 
right now it’s available only for Bitcoin, but Pioneer team will make 
it more easier for  other Crypto Currencies  also and it will be a 
revolution in Crypto Market.

● Contribute and Earn rewards 

● Own Exchange Platform for Trading Freedom. 

● Sell  PCOIN Locally with Any Currency Around the world. 
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PCOIN Open Source X11  Software 

Pcoin is an open source software project released under the MIT/X11 license 

which gives you the power to run, modify, and copy the software and to 

distribute, add your option, modify copies of the software. The software is 

released in a transparent process that allows for independent verification of 

binaries and their corresponding source code.

Now anyone can use the source of Pcoin for developing their Own Web Wallet.

To improve the privacy of the system as a 
whole we propose using common 
denominations of 0.1PCOIN, 1PCOIN, 
10PCOIN AND 100PCOIN. In each mixing 
session, all users should submit the same 
denominations as inputs and outputs. In 
addition to denominations, fees should be 
removed from the transactions and charged 
in bulk in separate, sporadic unlinkable 
transactions.

Transparency
Decentralized transactions and multiple security levels 
guarantee transparency and openness at all business 
levels.

WITH BONBON™, TRANSAT OFFERS  
CASH REWARDS FOR SELLING:

• PACKAGES
• COACH TOURS
• CRUISES
• FLIGHTS
• CAR RENTALS
• A LA CAR ACCOMMODATION

2680 SKYMARK AVE, STE 410-420, MISSISSAUGA, ON L4W 
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Number of Crypto buyers 
worldwide from 2014 to 
2021 (in billions)

Pioneer will target two major markets: social and Crypto Currencies. Both markets are multibillion-dollar

industries that are currently controlled by large corporations.

Pcoin , along with its Social coins, hopes to create a decentralized social network paired with an online

marketplace and much more.

Social Media Market

Social media advertising spend is projected to reach nearly 

$36 billion globally in 2017, with the U.S. and Canada 

spending the most and eclipsing $12.5 billion in 2016. E-

commerce sales is expected to grow almost 12% in the next 

few years. Global retail ecommerce sales will reach $1.915 

trillion in 2016, accounting for 8.7% of total retail spending 

worldwide. 71% of shoppers believe they will get a better deal 

online than in stores.

PIONEER SOCIAL MEDIA 

Pioneer has developed a unique way to develop connections within the network. Any user  can follow any 
other user, although if the required user has “approvals” turned on, the follow request will not be initiated 
until it is approved. If user A follows user B, and then user B follows user A back, this then becomes a 
friendship. Friendships are more powerful connections on Pioneer Social and they allow for more 
functionality such as instant messaging, faster searching, tagging and much more,  You can collect vast 
Community in Pioneer Social, You can Create your Own Video Channel and grab Unlimited followers. You 
can Add unlimited friends for Chat and Post tag. Pioneer Social Media is perfect for online Marketers who 
are looking for big community.

Number of social media 
users worldwide from 
2010 to 2021 (in billions)'

Social Media and Rewards
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PIONEER SOCIAL MEDIA MESSAGING

Messaging is a feature that almost every social platform incorporates these days. Pioneer wants to take it

one step further and offer mini features within the instant messaging functionality. While chatting with a

friend you’ll also have the ability to send Socials instantly to them, request Socials, send multimedia

attachments (images, GIFs, videos), emoji and much more. We also plan on allowing the sending and

receiving of other PCOINS through instant messages. Instant messages are the most used feature within a

social networking platform, so Pioneer hopes to make it more enjoyable and sociable for its users.

The platform has much more to offer such as events, groups, filtering, GIF libraries, custom emojis, user 

tagging, hash tagging,  audios, Videos, Channels, profile and Much more.

Social Media Features

Pioneer will introduce first Social media where you can 

create unlimited community and you can add your Blogs, 

Videos and Audios, Documents, Buy and sell Any thing, 

Posts, and earn PCOIN rewards

Additional Features

Earn Reward from POST,

Videos Audios, Blogs, Posts

which you will add in Pioneer

social Media

100% perfect Platform for 

Advertisers, they can 

Advertise Video Ads, features, 

Posts Ads, and Banners Ads.
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PIONEER SOCIAL will be available for 
download on both the iOS App Store and 
Google Play Store. All features available on 
the web platform are also within both m
obile  applications.  Both versions are 
compatible with push notifications so that 
you receive updates directly to your phone 
in real time.



Ad Platform

The Pioneer ad platform will be semi-automatic 

and self-serve. Any user with a Pioneer Social 

account you can submit an ad campaign 

through the platform.

All submitted campaigns will be manually 

approved by Pioneer support staff before going 

live on the network to ensure quality and 

compliance. All costs will be in PCOIN, and will 

be based on CPC (cost per click) and CPI (cost 

per impression).

The ad platform will show very basic 
metrics on first launch and may 
expand on this in the near future. Ads 
will not be target specific on first 
launch, although we do have plans to 
improve this in the near future.

We are Planning to add Targeted Ads by Country 

and we have already purchased Server from 

USA with Lease  on are  Own Condition.  Our 

Social Media have Feature in backend we can 

save data country wise and we are planning to 

add more server for specific countries and offer 

targeted videos ads, banners ads, Posts ads, 

Pioneer Social Media will be first online social 

media where all  facilities we will provide under 

one roof,  we are planning for live video with 

advertisement and all advertisement revenue 

will be shared with PIONEER SOCIAL MEMBERS.

Pioneer Social media will connect people all 

around the world and give you best services 

online like Jobs Searching, Create groups and 

many Other facilities will be on board when Social 

media will launch,  Pioneer Mission is to give you 

financial freedom and create Biggest Social media 

online where you can advertise your business , 

meet with new people , Create unlimited 

community and make your life easier. 

You can utilize pcoins for promoting your 

business  in Pioneer Social media and grow your 

business and product sales in minutes. We will get 

your paid advertisement to those people wall 

who have interest in similar business or products. 

Social media where you 

can create unique content 

and earn rewards.

Social Media Ad Platform
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Pioneer  Web Wallet

Pioneer Pool Miner

PCOIN will launch official pool miner,

please see road map for more details. You

can mine easily with cloud mining, get hash

power with Nice Hash and other

companies and mine your favorite coin from

PCOIN Official pool miner.
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Client Side Encryption - The wallets are 
encrypted by using JavaScript method 
for better protection to protect the 
server from hacking activities and all of 
it is  done to the client side.

Free - PCoin wallet transactions are 
almost free of cost with no additional 
fees based system, it does not charge 
any fees.

Open Source - The PCoin wallet code is 
totally open source.



Developer  Program:

In Initial stage Pioneer coin will not have contributors section and we’ll be paying 1000 PCOINS per

month to developers , when PCOIN value will increase after launch, contributors section will be

added and we will hire best developers from all around the world for PCOIN development,

improve security and all other features which will boost its value manifolds.

If you want to join our core team its very easy You can contact us through website, email,

facebook, or twitter . If you are marketer or App developer then also you are eligible in this

program, Pioneer Coin team will give you Monthly 1000 PCOIN for development in PCoin, first time

we will do 1 year contract and it can be extended to 5 years, so imagine if PCoin price is Just 10$

you can earn $10,000 per month and if price boost up to $100 and then you can earn Unlimited

with PCOIN.

JOIN PIONEER TEAM

45% Contributor’s reward

will be sanctioned to

Pioneer Developers

Anybody can join Pioneer team, if you are Blockchain Developer

and you can contribute in Pioneer development, You are Welcome.

Pioneer coin is open source software, anybody can contribute and 

develop  wallets and features in Pioneer Coin.

Benefits:

•Be a Part of PCOIN 

• JOIN Core team Earn 4 Life. 

•1000 PCOIn Monthly . Your 

Income will depend on Price. 

• Earn unlimited as core 
developer or marketer
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https://www.pioneercoin.com

FACEBOOK :  Pcoinofficial
TWITTER :   pioneer_coin

https://www.pioneercoin.com/

